TIMING OF PRESENTATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

Paper presentations in parallel sessions last 15 minutes, with 3 minutes discussion. This is true both for full papers and for research-in-progress papers. Invited paper presentations in plenary sessions last 20 minutes with 5 minutes discussion.

ISSI2019 WITH A SPECIAL STI INDICATORS CONFERENCE TRACK ROME, 2-5 September 2019
Program Updates from the 10th August 2019

- Paper #89 "Who Acknowledges who? A gender analysis?" will finally be presented by Vincent Larivière;
- The version of paper #143 in the proceedings is an old version: a new, updated version can be obtained from the authors;
- 3 September, Session Globalization & collaboration-2 14:30-16:00. Instead of Xiaojing CAI will chair the session Xiaozan Lyu;
- Thursday 5 September 2019, Plenary session III (12:00-13:30): The chair of the ISSI Best paper award is Vincent Larivière instead of Cassidy Sugimoto;
- The presentation of paper # 292 by Michael Khor is moved from session Technological Innovation-4 (Thursday 5 Sept 16:30-18:00) to session Technological Innovation-2 (Thursday 5 Sept 9:00-10:00). The chair of session Technological Innovation-4 is Nicolas Carayol instead of Michael Khor;
- The version of poster #512 in the proceedings is an old version: a new updated version can be obtained from the authors;
- paper #394 ("Investigating scientific collaboration through the sequence of authors in the publication bylines and the diversity of collaborators", by Yi Bu, Zaida Chinchilla-Rodriguez, Chenwei Zhang, Yong Huang, Cassidy Sugimoto) scheduled in the session Globalisation & Collaboration-6 (Thursday 5 Sep 14:30-16:00 h) will be presented by Yi Bu and is switched with Paper # 131 ("Studying the Scientific Mobility and International Collaboration Funded by the China Scholarship Council", by Zhichao Fang, Wout Lamers, Rodrigo Costas) scheduled in the session Globalisation & Collaboration-3 (Wednesday 4 Sep, 12:00-13:30);
- P. 71, the list of moderators of the Doctoral Forum includes Prof. Giovanni Abramo (National Research Council of Italy);
- P. 4, Program Committee: members includes Giovanni Abramo, National Research Council of Italy (Italy), Doctoral Forum;
- P.52, “Changing publication practices: the case of Social Sciences and Humanities” will be presented by Carmela Anna Nappi instead of Antonio Ferrara;
- Session “Patent analysis-2” on Wednesday 4 September (12:00-13:30) will be chaired by Yi Zhang instead of Ying Huang and Paper #249 “How Public Investment Fuels Innovation: Clues from Government-subsidized Patents 1980-2017” will be presented by Wenjing Zhao instead of Ying Huang.
• Session “Higher Education Systems-2”, on Tuesday 3 September (14:00-15:30), will be chaired by Masashi Shirabe, and paper #83 will not be presented.

• Session "Novel bibliometric indicators-5 / Research evaluation models-2" scheduled on Thursday 5 September, 14:30 - 16:00, will be co-chaired by Peter van den Besselaar instead of Rogério Mugnaini;

• Paper #410: "An empirical analysis on the relationship between publications and academic genealogy" with presenting author "Rogério Mugnaini" will not be presented;

• In Session "Individual Researchers-1 / Informetric distributions-2" scheduled on Thursday 5 September, hour: 16:30-18:00, paper #78, by D. Gnana Bharathi*: "Measuring the Impact of an Author of Multi Authored Articles - Aggregating Metrics for Multiple Authors' Analysis" will not be presented;

• P.17 and P. 25, in the list of contributors to the Festschrift in honour of Henk F. Moed there are also Clara Calero, Renter De Bruin and Ismael Ràfols;